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WEDNESDAY SEMINAR
This week’s Wednesday seminar will be hosted by Professor Raj Thakker and the speaker is
Professor Tim Meyer of University of London.

The title of his talk is “What can circulating tumour cells tell us about neuroendocrine
tumours ”. The talk will begin promptly at 1pm in the Robert Turner Lecture Theatre, and
sandwiches for those attending will be available from 12:45pm.
FRIDAY SEMINAR
This week’s Friday seminar organised by the OCDEM Senior Academic Faculty will be a talk
by Miss Anna Gluck on “The role of the G-protein alpha 11 subunit in calcium and glucose
homeostasis”. The talk will begin promptly at 1pm in the Robert Turner Lecture Theatre and
sandwiches for those attending will be available from 12:45
MEDICAL GRAND ROUNDS
Thursday 23 May from 13:00 to 14:00
John Radcliffe Hospital, Lecture Theatre

Renal: "Sweet Victory", Dr Doreen Zhu and Dr Will Herrington
Respiratory: "Rough hands, dense lungs..sick patient", Dr Rachel Hoyles
Chair: Prof Chris Conlon

CO-DIRECTOR OF DTU/HEAD OF DTU CLINICAL TRIALS UNIT
E82: £77,913 - £105,042 p.a.
OCDEM has an extraordinary opportunity for a research leader of the highest calibre, as we
seek to appoint a Co-director for the Diabetes Trial Unit (DTU). This is a senior academic
research leadership position providing vision and direction for research collaborators and
colleagues in the DTU, the Oxford Centre for Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolism
(OCDEM), and the wider University. Working closely with the other co-director of DTU (to be
appointed) you will further develop the DTU as an internationally renowned and highly
successful clinical diabetes research group.
Your particular responsibility will be to lead large scale clinical trials in the diabetes area,
which involves all key roles from initiating, running and concluding such trials. You will
contribute to the fulfilment of the DTU’s vision by strengthening its research culture,
developing new research initiatives, and representing the DTU in print and in person. You
will be a member of the OCDEM Management Board, the governing body of the OCDEM.
You will have a medical degree and relevant research experience in clinical diabetes
research. You will have clinical practice experience and full GMC registration. You will have
proven experience in designing and conducting trials in diabetes and or/cardiovascular
disease including a track record of successful publications in these respective areas. You will
also have experience of teaching medical, MSc or DPhil students.
This is a full-time appointment and the post is funded for 5 years in the first instance.
Owing to the nature of this position, any offer of employment with the University will be
subject to a satisfactory disclosure report from the Criminal Records Bureau and an
honorary contract with the NHS.
Informal enquiries can be made to Fredrik Karpe, email: fredrik.karpe@ocdem.ox.ac.uk.
You will be required to upload a CV and supporting statement.
The closing date for applications is 12.00 midday on 7 June 2019

CLINICAL RESEARCH TRAINING FELLOW
Grade E64: £32,569 - £52,200 p.a.
The Oxford Centre for Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolism (OCDEM) has an exciting
role in the group of Professor Thakker, FRS, for an experienced and qualified clinician to
undertake a laboratory based DPhil project identifying novel epigenetic drug targets for
pancreatic cancers.
The work will be focused on performing basic science techniques to examine the epigenetic
landscape of exocrine and endocrine pancreatic tumours. This will identify common or
inverse signatures regulating the expression of proliferation-associated genes that can
subsequently be targeted using epigenetic modulating drugs. This role offers the postholder
the opportunity to develop an understanding of pancreatic cancer biology, and learn diverse
state-of-the-art scientific laboratory techniques, in an academic environment.
The post would suit trainees specialising in endocrinology, oncology, pathology,
gastroenterology or endocrine surgery, interested in pursuing a clinical-academic career.
Applicants must be qualified with an MBBS level or equivalent, fully registered with GMC
and permitted to practice medicine in the UK. Applicants will ideally have commenced or
completed Core Medical Training or a medical specialty equivalent, with MRCP (or
equivalent). Motivation to complete a DPhil, excellent communication skills, and the desire
to pursue a career in academic medicine are essential for this post.
The post is fixed-term for 3 years full time.
Please quote vacancy number 140696 in all correspondence.
Only applications received before 12.00 midday on 4 June 2019 can be considered.

Anastasia Zargogianni has joined the admin Nathan Appanna a student has joined the
team through the Temporary Staffing
Tomlinson group and will be working with
Services and will be providing PA support to Dr Nikolaos Nikolaou
Professor David Ray and Professor Jeremy
Tomlinson

The department said goodbye to Hannah Nixon who had been providing PA support to
Professor David Ray and Professor Jeremy Tomlinson via the Temporary Staff Services.
Hannah has taken up a position in London.

STATA: DATA MANIPULATION AND DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
This course covers many of the most commonly used and most useful commands for more
complex (and more realistic) data manipulation and analysis. Some previous experience of
Stata is necessary - equivalent to 'Stata: Data access and management'. Participants will be
guided to work in .do files, and will be expected to follow closely and replicate the work of
the Stata instructor.
Wednesday 22 May 14.00-17.00Book and pay
Staff £30/ Students £15

STATA: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND GRAPHS
This module covers a number of key areas in Stata. You will learn about the analysis of how
to make graphs. How to perform common statistical analyses is also covered, although the
emphasis is on the Stata commands and interpretation of output rather than on teaching
statistics. The two previous Stata courses (Stata: Data access and managementand 'Stata:
Data manipulation and descriptive statistics') would be a good starting base, however
broader statistical and methodological knowledge is also expected.
Wednesday 29 May 14.00-17.00 Book and pay
Staff £30/ Students £15
RESEARCH PROFESSIONAL: FINDING FUNDING
Find out how to use Research Professional to find and keep abreast of research funding
opportunities and news in your area of interest, and how to share these with others. We will
look at how to get the most out of the search and how to set up email alerts.
Tuesday 4 June 14:00-14:45 BOOK

RESEARCH PROFESSIONAL: HANDS-ON
Practise using Research Professional with the help of an instructor. Set exercises will be
provided for you to work through, or you can bring your own questions about using the
system.
Tuesday 4 June 15:00-15:45 BOOK

HEALTH AND WELLBEING

YOGA IN THE WORK PLACE:
Dru Yoga with Louise: The aim of Dru Yoga is simple, to help relieve the enormous stresses
and pressures of modern-day living. It is designed to be practised by people of all abilities,
all fitness levels and all age groups, it is a style of yoga that can be quickly dipped into or
learnt in more depth over a lifetime.
Please bring a mat to these classes as I will be introducing some postures where we will sit
or lie on the floor.
13.00-14.00 Robert Turner Lecture Theatre
28th May, 4th June, 11th June, 18th June & 25th June
May 21st the lecture theatre is not available, if the sun is shining we will practice outside.

